Abstract

This article examines the role of women in manufacturing and the urban economy of Istanbul during the premodern period. It shows that Ottoman women engaged in a variety of economic activities, and invested in the real estate market. They participated in the textile industry of Bursa, Ankara, and Istanbul as weavers, dyers, and embroiderers. Their labor, however, remained marginal to artisanal production through the guilds. Very few women were accepted into the guilds. They were hired by the putting-out merchants to produce secretly at home. Their input to manufacturing increased in the second half of the nineteenth century when the guilds were losing their monopoly over production.

Contrary to the commonly held Western view that too readily dismisses women’s input into the economy of the Middle East, recent research has shown that women played an active role in both rural and urban economic sectors of the Ottoman empire.¹ This paper offers a preliminary investigation of the role of women in the craft industry of Istanbul during the eighteenth and the early nineteenth centuries.

Recent studies on manufacturing have demonstrated that servile and free women were active in the silk workshops of Bursa in western Anatolia and the cottage textile (cotton, mohair) and dyeing industries throughout Anatolia, Syria, and the Balkans from the seventeenth to the late nineteenth centuries.² One scholar furthermore has demonstrated that the incorporation of Ottoman markets into the world economy did not necessarily cause an immediate and permanent decline in all sectors of Ottoman industry. The local textile industry adapted to foreign competition, survived, and even expanded with the impetus of regional trade in imported yarn and dyes. Moreover, women and young girls continued to be active in the cottage industry by working in their homes as well as in the newly established textile (cotton, silk, mohair) and carpet-weaving workshops and steam-powered factories in the second half of the nineteenth century.³ Other than these few studies that throw some light on women’s participation in Ottoman manufacturing, more extensive scholarly studies have not been carried out that are based on a systematic study of archival sources and regional studies.⁴ The absence of extensive written records and archival material has in part been responsible for the narrow and negative view of women’s economic activities. A thorough study of the Ottoman archival materials, especially the Islamic court records (sicill defterleri) and the endowment registers (vakf defterleri) would allow for a more accurate analysis of the nature of women’s la-
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bor in manufacturing. Moreover, systematic study of the evolution of women’s manufacturing activities in the Ottoman empire requires more attention to the crucial economic and social developments in the eighteenth century.

Viewing women’s labor only in the framework of wage earners in modern factories can lead to a serious distortion of the definition of economic activity in the Middle East. Middle- and lower-class urban and rural women worked as wage earners in the cottage industry within the extended household. Middle- and upper-class women invested in the marketplace directly or by appointing their male kin as their proxy in business transactions and contracts. This in part explains the relative absence of women in the registration of commercial and guild affairs in the Islamic court records. Moreover, due to their indirect participation and gender restrictions in the public domain, they were excluded from membership in most of the craft guilds in the Ottoman Empire, as was the case in Europe. There were exceptions to this general rule, as women were listed from time to time in certain guilds such as the Istanbul slave dealers in 1640 and flower-planters in 1778 and Edirne rosewater producers in c. 1650. Women as well as elderly and handicapped men belonged to a branch (koltukçı) of the gardeners’ guild that planted flowers in Üsküdar, a neighborhood of Istanbul on the Asiatic shore, and around the Bosphorus, and delivered them to boatmen and peddlers who sold them in baskets in the streets of Istanbul. The guild of flower-sellers complained about the attempt of the flower-planters to set up their own guild and sell flowers independently in Istanbul, causing shortages for the flower-sellers’ guild in Istanbul in November 1778. An imperial order commanded the head of the gardeners’ guild to look into this affair and to prevent them from setting up their own guild.

Women also maintained business relations as owners of urban property and workshops, and served as tax farmers. Their direct participation in the public sphere increased despite a flurry of sumptuary regulations during the eighteenth century. Women appeared as litigants and defendants in more than forty percent of all lawsuits and property transactions in the Islamic courts of Istanbul, Cairo, Aleppo, Damascus, Kayseri, and Cyprus. They came to the courts from all over to register sales, purchases, and loans, and to set up private and charitable endowments. We know that women were also very active in establishing family, charitable, and cash endowments in Istanbul, Cairo, Damascus, and Aleppo from the sixteenth to the first half of the nineteenth centuries. They initiated lawsuits to claim outstanding loans, bride price, and maintenance and child support fees (mehr, nafaka) from their husbands, and were involved in property and inheritance disputes. All these cases involved activities and economic claims where the legal system recognized and protected the rights of women.

The source of their wealth included shares in inheritance from their relatives and husbands, the bride price, and income from investments in rural and urban real estate. They engaged in the rural economy as landowners, co-owners of private farms (çiftlik), and tax farmers. They were also active in the urban economy as shop owners, managers of public endowments (vakf), owners and co-owners of public baths (hans), and as moneylenders. In addition, they pro-
vided a variety of services as spinners, weavers, household and palace servants, bath attendants, washers, dancers and singers, peddlers, and servile and free labor in the cottage and textile workshops of Ottoman towns.

The city of Istanbul underwent a great social and economic transformation after the signing of the treaty of Carlowitz in 1699. A long period of peace following the Persian and Russian campaigns of the first quarter of the eighteenth century brought about some degree of economic stability, commercial expansion, urban growth, and a gradual integration of Ottoman markets into the world economy. The impact of these changes on the traditional manufacturing sector was great. Internal pressure on guilds mounted as a result of growing competition and demographic pressures. This accompanied the commercialization of agriculture in western Anatolia and part of the Balkans. The institution of tax farming eroded the Ottoman peasant family unit of production and the prebendal system that supported the Ottoman military. It also privatized the fiscal system and eliminated many of the checks on the abuses of tax collectors. The gradual disintegration of the peasant family unit in the Balkans and western Anatolia created dispossessed and indebted peasants who abandoned the land in growing numbers and migrated to cities, putting additional pressures on the guild system. Moreover, the continuing budgetary problems due to territorial losses and rising military expenses worsened the economic lot of state officials, and demobilized soldiers, peasants, and artisans. The consumerism of the court of Sultan Ahmed III (1703–1730) reflected the growing gap between the rich and the increasing number of the urban poor. The rising crime rate in Istanbul and other major cities was largely a result of the social and economic crisis facing the empire during the eighteenth century. A large proportion of petty crimes involved the theft of household goods and cloths from shops and hans in Istanbul. Banditry in the Anatolian and Balkan countryside and social unrest in the cities threatened the very existence of the Ottoman dynasty on several occasions in Istanbul (1703, 1730, 1734), Aleppo (1775), and Izmir (1727–28) during the eighteenth century.

Women suffered greatly from the breakdown in law and order, social unrest, and economic pressures. In seeking a more secure environment and better economic opportunities, they sought the protection of cities. They migrated singly or with their families in growing numbers from rural areas to towns and cities in Anatolia, Syria, and upper Egypt. A great number of eighteenth-century imperial orders to urban authorities and officials placed a ban on the migration of either single or married men and women into Istanbul and Edirne except in cases of medical treatment, business transactions, and visiting their relatives. Women in particular were required to ask for permission to travel from the authorities to visit their relatives or conduct business in Istanbul, Edirne, and other cities in 1755. In addition, several imperial orders to the police chief of Istanbul demanded the expulsion of the Balkan, Albanian, and Kurdish migrants from Istanbul in 1724, 1729, 1734 (after the Patrona Halil rebellion), and 1762.

Social unrest, disorderly conduct, prostitution, congestion, food shortages,
fire hazards, and plagues were the primary reasons for the state’s concern with overpopulation and migration from the countryside into the cities. The government of Sultan Mahmud I (1730–54) expanded the authority of the police as a measure to suppress rebellion and protect the class interests of the ruling elite. Istanbul artisans took to the streets when the state failed to protect their well being. They also presented numerous petitions to the state to guard their guild rights, monopoly over production, pricing, supply, and distribution of goods and raw materials.20

The craft guilds experienced the demographic and economic pressures most intensely as they were forced to admit unskilled Janissaries into their ranks and compete with non-guild peddlers and wage-earners including women. The Janissaries enjoyed tax-exempt status and refused to pay taxes normally collected from the guilds. The guilds of vegetable dealers (sebzeci), bakers (emekci), halva and baklava sellers, leather workers (debbag), candle wax dealers (muncu), porters (hamnal), tin sellers (tekneci), dyers, and wool-textile dealers (sofci) in Istanbul presented numerous petitions to the state about the competitive activities of non-guild members and outsiders in their sphere of production and sale in 1755.21 The state aimed to collect taxes, guarantee maximum prices, and provision food supplies and raw materials by discouraging market forces and competition outside the guilds. But social and economic changes had already set in motion different trends in favor of open competition, which the state was unwilling or unable to reverse. Moreover, state elites were the most important entrepreneurs and investors in tax farms and business ventures, while the palace and the army provided the largest consumers of food and luxury goods in the Ottoman Empire.

The guild system was unable to supply the expanding Ottoman market and compete with the growing number of Indian, Iranian, and Western imported goods like shawls, woolens, printed cotton cloth, silks, dyes, refined sugar, coffee, drugs, and spices.22 Some guilds in eighteenth-century Aleppo responded to market forces by refusing to abide by guild customs (nizam).23 Some guilds, such as those in textile manufacturing, were more dynamic and responded more favorably to market forces than others. But the lack of capital, shortage of wage labor, fluctuating demand, and the undeveloped state of technology rather than the guild system prevented the full development of capitalism in Aleppo. For example, most of the capital was based on credit that was provided by moneylenders and merchants, who charged a ten to fifteen percent annual interest rate. However, conditions in Istanbul—the capital of a vast empire with a relatively enormous population that contained a wealthy and consumerist ruling class—were indeed more favorable to the market economy despite the stricter government control of the economy. Moreover, the Western penetration of Ottoman markets was limited, more or less, to large urban centers in the eighteenth and the first half of the nineteenth centuries.24 The transformation of Ottoman manufacturing took place as a result of growing local and international demand, gradual integration into the world economy, and adjustment and competition with certain sectors of the world economy.
Certain sectors of Ottoman manufacturing such as the cotton industry expanded three to four times in the Salonica-Macedonia region between 1740 and 1790. Most of the unprocessed cotton was exported to Europe, while some was spun into yarn for local consumption. There was a considerable expansion in the Ottoman textile industry, verified by the increase in American dye imports (indigo, cochineal), tax farming auctions on textile production, and exports to France during the second half of the eighteenth century. To escape state and guild control, many producers moved to small production centers in distant neighborhoods in the cities. Some artisans and merchants accumulated capital and in time invested in urban real estate and manufacturing in Bursa, Istanbul, Aleppo, and Cairo. At Bursa in 1700, for example, the estates of 105 artisans contained 191 looms. In Bursa during the eighteenth century, merchants and a small number of women artisans invested in textile manufacturing by providing capital and entering partnerships with craftsmen as well as renting out shops and tools of production. In Istanbul, many women rented out bakeries, mills, and shops to artisans. They often inherited the shops from their fathers. Hired child and female labor was used in limited numbers by most crafts. Servile labor was used in building activities led by the state and in the Bursa silk industry. However, due to a rise in the price of slaves, hired labor was employed more frequently in the silk workshops in Bursa by the end of the seventeenth century.

There were numerous state factories, for example, for dyeing, printing, finishing of textiles, as well as oil, soap, and candle manufacturing. For example, the state set up two silk factories, one with 10,000 kuruş fixed capital in Istanbul in 1720. The factory initially used twenty-four looms and employed forty-four hired workers. Another silk-producing factory in Fazli Pasha Sarayı in Istanbul employed one hundred printers (basmacı) in 1745 in addition to many more weavers, embroiderers, printers, dyers, and twisters. In all of these, as best can be determined, the workers were exclusively male, although this subject requires further study.

Women, however, were working in the manufacturing sectors that emerged during the eighteenth century, thanks to private initiative based on merchant capital in a number of large Ottoman cities and towns. Cheap and abundant labor in the cities and towns was certainly an important factor in the proto-industrial expansion that occurred. The putting-out system was very widespread in silk production in Bursa, cotton weaving in the Aegean coastlands of Anatolia, and mohair production of Ankara during the seventeenth century. Many petitions from journeymen who belonged to the guild of silk twisters (ibrisim bükücü) to the government authorities in Istanbul concerned the activities of merchants in undermining the monopoly of their guild through the putting-out system in various stages of production. Merchant capital played an important role in hiring both male and female weavers and dyers outside the guilds, which ultimately weakened the monopoly of guilds in important branches of the Ottoman textile industry as early as the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. In Aleppo during the eighteenth century, members of the guild of textile manufacturers constantly evaded guild regulations. Many artisans in seventeenth-
century Bursa refused to comply with guild regulations by producing lower-quality goods and increasing profits. Moreover, already in 1632, many women were said to be undermining the guild monopoly by producing secretly at home.37

There is very little archival evidence showing that women were members of craft guilds in the Ottoman Empire.38 However, it is likely that they maintained their own (formal or informal) labor organizations in such services as singing, dancing, washing, nursing, and retail trade (largely to the harems). Working in their homes, they were involved in various stages of textile production through the putting-out system. In Bursa, many women set up looms in their own houses and produced silk-threads during the seventeenth century.39 The putting-out merchants hired women to spin mohair in Ankara in the sixteenth century and to dye silk in Bursa in the seventeenth century.40 The putting-out system in the silk industry of Bursa, Aleppo, and Istanbul contained elements of a capitalist system in which the artisans lost their independence and were producing for merchants who delivered the raw material and sold the finished product. In the putting-out system, the artisans owned their own tools and worked in their own homes or workshops.41 Several petitions by the guild of silk-twisters and embroiderers (suzenci) in Bursa and Istanbul complained about the activities of putting-out merchants who hired untrained workers and women in dyeing, twisting, and embroidering silk textiles in their homes. An imperial order issued to the kadi (judge) of Istanbul in 1744 discussed twenty-five brocade weavers (dibaci), twisters, and muslin makers who were complaining about the interference of certain unskilled (hamdest) female weavers and embroiderers in their business. These women allegedly were embroidering imitation flower designs of low quality in their homes. The imperial order demanded that the women end their activities and required some kind of agreement to be reached at the court between the parties in favor of guild regulations.42

Competition outside the guilds and capitalist investment in the putting-out system caused unified action among the Muslim and Christian members of three different guilds that were all related to silk weaving. Journeymen members of the guild of embroiderers (suzenci) in Istanbul presented complaints on two occasions, in 1745 and again in 1762. These journeymen stated that while they had to undergo a period of training within the guild to acquire needed skills, greedy merchants had been undercutting their business by hiring unskilled women and men. They added that they had suffered a loss in business and demanded that the courts look into the affairs of the unskilled Jewish and Armenian men and women and prevent their illegal activities. The imperial order required the kadi to follow guild regulations in deciding the resolution of lawsuits by the guild members. (In 1763, the journeymen also complained about the imposition of the bulk of taxes and other dues by their masters that hurt their income and living conditions.43)

These issues are similar to events that unfolded at the other end of the Mediterranean, in the silk industry of Lyon where merchants reduced the economic independence of masters by hiring women who worked at home. In Lyon,
merchants’ hiring of female labor created tensions between the merchants and the guild masters. There, a growing number of merchants invested in the silk industry of Lyon and hired masters. They also hired a growing number of women who provided sixty percent of the total work force in the silk industry. Women’s labor was thus crucial to the silk industry of Lyon in the eighteenth century, but nonetheless they were excluded from membership in the guilds. The wives and daughters were usually written into the contract and worked for lower wages alongside their husbands at the looms. Their input was crucial for the economic survival of guild families. But in Lyon as in Istanbul, the guild masters complained incessantly about the entry of untrained girls from the countryside into the trade, undercutting their wages and producing inferior cloth in 1789.

Despite Ottoman governmental action in favor of the guilds, the out-work by women and men outside these organizations continued and helped to undermine their monopoly. The merchants were the dynamic factor who sought out cheaper female labor in the vicinity of Istanbul and other towns and supplied the raw material to the guilds. It is not clear whether they truly produced lower quality textiles or whether this was simply an excuse presented to the authorities by the guilds to prevent competition. The silk industry was among the most enterprising and rapidly expanding branches of Ottoman industry during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Women were involved in all stages of production at Bursa and Istanbul. Embroidering by hand added an important value to the quality of silk and enhanced its price. These women certainly acquired skills that could match or even surpass those of the guilds who worked on looms. Since they operated at home, the lower overhead cost and wages (the piecework) must have reduced the cost of production considerably. We learn from another petition by the guild of muslin makers that silk textile printers (basmaci) in the Fazlı Pasha workshop at Istanbul had been demanding higher wages for piece-work and that thirty out of one hundred members had quit in protest in June 1745. The wages of muslin (dülbend) printers varied depending on the quality of the muslin. Another petition by the guild of dyers in the Fazlı Pasha workshop in April 1755 complained about the dyers from villages who were charging lower wages to merchants and weavers. The government ordered the restriction of dyeing to this factory and the regulation of dyers in several greater Istanbul locations (Galata, Hasköy, Üsküdar, and Tophane) according to guild rules. In time many of these auxiliary artisans formed their own guilds or joined the existing ones.

Given their fiscal and provisional policies, government authorities must have aided this development in light of the growing demand for manufactured goods and raw materials. The employment of women outside the guilds received an unofficial sanction by the government authorities. A petition presented by velvet workers in the Ismail Pasha workshop in Istanbul in 1761 complained about the refusal of masters to allow workers to set up looms in their own homes. The petition stated that masters were forcing velvet workers to buy shops and tools and were charging large sums for them. These artisans probably employed their wives and children at home. The state supported the demand of the workers and commanded that masters not interfere with workers who were setting up inde-
pendent looms at home and on their own property. Ultimately, competition with cheaper Western products undermined some branches of Ottoman manufacturing in the nineteenth century, forcing women out of the labor market. French, English, and Italian factories supplied almost half of the silk in Ottoman markets by mid-nineteenth century. In the second half of the nineteenth century, the superior and richer brocaded and flowered silks of Lyon surpassed those of Bursa and Istanbul. A century earlier, in contrast, the French held only ten percent of the textile trade and could not compete with the finer Indian shawls, Persian silks, Venetian velvets (diba, damasquettes), and local silks of Chios. Moreover, a nineteenth-century shift in consumption habits and mass fashion from silk to cotton textiles undermined both the local Ottoman silk industry as well as the European. Growing European cultural influence, changes in fashion and dress code (including the transition to new consumption patterns among the elite and the middle class in urban centers like Istanbul, Cairo, and Izmir), and a host of other factors opened Ottoman markets to European goods.

The role of women in the garment industry of Istanbul increased during the second half of the nineteenth century. Moreover, regional trade in local products continued and even experienced considerable growth in certain areas (cotton) among the rural inhabitants and the small town dwellers. Women’s labor and participation in the cottage industries of Tokat, Bursa, Istanbul, Aleppo, and Damascus must have expanded considerably due to population increases and growing demand in the nineteenth century as well. In the absence of extensive information on the putting-out system in such urban centers as Istanbul, it is impossible to gauge the extent of women’s participation in different branches of Ottoman industry and the evolution of their wage-earning skills and labor.

Women’s economic activities were not limited to supplementary and cheap labor in the textile industry in the Ottoman Empire. Those women who belonged to the middle- and upper-middle-class households invested in urban residential and commercial real estate. In many instances, they inherited shares from their relatives and husbands in shops, public baths, and hans in Cairo, Aleppo, Damascus, and Istanbul. In addition, women in Cairo invested in buying shops and tools in order to lease them to a would-be artisan. Similarly, a good number of middle-class women in Istanbul were owners of shops, bakeries, and tobacco and juice shops (sherbethane). The estates (tereke) of 257 women who belonged to the military-bureaucratic elite households in Istanbul consisted of unmovable property like houses, shops, hans, bakeries (23.15 percent), cash (15.58 percent), household goods (15.46 percent), luxury and decorative items like jewelry (15.3 percent), clothing (13.16 percent), loans and bride price (8.07 percent), debts (3.73 percent), slaves (3.71 percent), kitchenware (3.5 percent), trading goods and capital (1.99 percent), textiles (1.73 percent), books (0.29 percent), food (0.02 percent), tools (0.01 percent), and so forth during the seventeenth century. The charitable foundations rented out these houses and shops together with the tools of production to artisans, and sold them when business proved too slow. The institution of charitable foundations and the inheritance laws made women’s ownership and management of property possible.
Most of the commercial property (hans, shops, workshops) in Istanbul was endowed by the members of the ruling class. They rented them out to guilds and merchants who could pass their rights of tenancy to their descendants. According to the custom of many guilds, the shop of an artisan who died passed to his sons, if the latter had the necessary training. If no sons survived, the daughters could inherit the tools and shops. If no heirs survived, the elders and stewards auctioned off the shops to other artisans at a fair price, and paid a transfer fee to the endowment. The Tanzimat reforms of 1839 recognized private property and undermined the guild monopoly and multiple claims over the units of production in response to market forces. Artisans could transfer, pledge, or bequeath their units at will with no authorization from the guild masters. This trend undermined the traditional monopoly of guilds over production, membership, and the quota system. Nevertheless, the guild system survived into the twentieth century.

Women who inherited the units of production but did not practice a craft sold their rights to others. For example, one Sherife Raziye Hanım sold her inherited share (hisse) in a shop in Tophane (a district of Istanbul) to her sister Emine Hanım in 1864. Hanife Hanım, the daughter of Zuleyha Hanım, sold her shop in the same district to Isma’īl Agha in Istanbul. Another woman named Hadice Zuleyha, the daughter of Abi Bakr, sold her Istanbul tobacco shop to Al-Seyyid Al-Hac Abdülletif Efendi in 1864. Women also placed their commercial property as a surety to obtain loans from moneylenders. Fatma Azize Hanım placed her bakery shop tools as a surety for a loan in Istanbul in 1864. A Greek woman named Nano, daughter of Haralimbo son of Atam, sold her juice shop and its tools (alat-i gedik) outside Galata in Beyoğlu in March 1864. Hadice Aleviye Hanım purchased a quilt shop in the district of Galata in Istanbul in 1864. Women owned businesses in the district of Galata, employed other women and when possible, rented them out to artisans and merchants. They were co-owners and managers of seventy-three public baths that were charitable endowments in Istanbul in 1765.

This kind of information alone does not shed direct light on the role of women in manufacturing during the nineteenth century. But it does draw attention to the role of women as owners of units of production and managers of commercial property in Ottoman cities. One can assume that if they inherited units and tools of production (gediks), they had the option to become direct producers. The right to own property provided them with some degree of financial independence. And yet, the nature of capitalist development in the Ottoman Empire prevented the full integration of women into the labor market.
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